praise for travel calm
Customers share how Travel Calm natural remedy mist has
calmed their travel shy dogs during all forms of travel, giving
relief for upset tummies, and other signs of travel sickness.
Visit earthheartinc.com for more information.

I used the Travel Calm on a
4 hour car ride. Sinjun
didn't stand up in the car
for the whole trip which
was great since it enabled
me to use my rear view mirror for a change. It seems
to have changed his car behavior. He no longer drools
and vomits.”
– Heather Lenz, Toronto, Ontario

“I use Earth Heart’s Travel Calm when we go to
obedience classes. In addition to helping with the car
sickness, they are much better focused at class.
Although they still occasionally get sick, I would say
that it helps about 80% of the time and with
continued use I feel that it will eventually allow them
to enjoy riding in the car for
longer distances! We are
working toward longer rides,
but to be able to drive almost
30 minutes without incident
when before even a 5 minute
ride would mean a major cleanup is nothing short of a
miracle.”
– Dorothy Baxter, Glenwood, NJ

"Travel Calm keeps our pups
all relaxed for our ride to
and from Wisconsin. Love
the stuff!"
– Linda Meitz, Pedigree
Junction Dog & Cat Spa, IL

“Our most talented narcotics dog, Brew, was terrified
of vehicles – he would throw up
at the site of one. When they
talked about retiring him, I
reached out to Earth Heart and
tried Travel Calm. We made
progress quickly – he was able to
work without throwing up on short car rides. We are
excited that he has come so far so quickly!
– Kris Kinnimonth, Einstein K-9 Inc., Illinois

“Millie, my oldest dog, is
afraid of car rides. We travel
in my car every day, and
Travel Calm helps her
anxiety. Travel Calm has
helped keep Millie’s stress
level to a manageable comfort zone. I do not like
sedating my dogs, seeing them groggy and confused. I
would much rather help them overcome their fear
with natural products like Travel Calm.”
– Doreen Disbro, blogger, Doggies and Stuff

“The Travel Calm is
wonderful! My
greyhounds pretty
much sleep the
entire way. It
doesn't cause
sleepiness, just calms them so they are not anxious
and jittery. They don’t get sick on trips either.”
– Darlene Lawrence, Florida

“Sophist A Cut Pet Spa
strives to provide the most
relaxing atmosphere
possible at the spa using
music mixed with nature
sounds and limiting the
amount of dogs that I groom per day. Upon arrival, all
dogs receive an aromatherapy treatment using Travel
Calm, which has made an amazing difference in all of
the dogs that I groom – it seems to help the dogs
control their emotions and reduce their level of
stress. Many owners have noticed the positive
difference in their dogs. I use Travel Calm since the
dogs are being transported to and from the grooming
spa. And I personally love the smell of the added
ginger! All groomers should care enough about their
clients to give them an aromatherapy treatment using
Earth Heart Travel Calm!”
– Dawn Meisner, Sophist A Cut Pet Spa
Regina, Saskatchewan

“It can't be this easy!? I used Travel Calm to stop my
Miniature Long Haired Dachshund from vomiting in
the car. I simply sprayed it on her dog seat. It's a
miracle. No vomiting! Just a happy dog that wants to
go for car drives now! Car sickness is no longer a
problem!”
– Ann Morrison, Halifax, Nova Scotia

“I couldn't have made the
five-day cross country trip
from Florida to California
without Travel Calm. It
worked like a charm for my
two old dogs, Charlie and
Susie.”
– Albert DiFiore, Los Angeles

“Our dogs have a variety of travel issues. Spike
occasionally vomits and Roxi pants so hard
sometimes I'm scared she's going to pass out or
collapse her trachea. I
sprayed Travel Calm inside
the car before we left, then
rubbed some on their ears
and tummies and off we
went. I'm happy to report
that Spike did not vomit and
while and although Roxi still
panted, it wasn't as severe
and she was much calmer. I very much enjoy the
scent of this product myself, so that makes it so much
easier to use on the dogs.....and perhaps it will help
MY road rage!”
– Carrie Bourlier, Girard, OH

“Even short trips tend to
upset my Chihuahua, Archie.
He pants and drools and barks
the whole ride. I started using
Travel Calm and the results
are really impressive. I rub the product on his belly
and ears and he responds right away. I've noticed a
marked reduction in the panting and drooling and he
will oftentimes now just lie quietly on the back seat. A
relief, since a panicked dog jumping in your lap while
you are driving is a big safety hazard! I feel much
more confident now about taking him with me on
trips.”
– Karen Mead, blogger, Verging On
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